
Product data sheet

Art. no.: 331.41

OX-ON Earmuffs D2 Comfort

Features:
• High attenuation value
• Ventilated dual headband
• Easy adjustment
• Dielectric design
• Lightweight.

Colours:
black

Product Description:

OX-ON Earmuffs D2 Comfort are very comfortable, passive earmuffs for you, who
work in a high noise level environment.
The earmuffs are made in a special dielectric and sturdy plastic design, which protects
you in an electric environment.
Furthermore, D2 Comfort is provided with the unique dual headband that reduces the
pressure on your head and gives you maximum comfort. The inner headband is
ventilated so that it is comfortable to wear. Moreover, with a weight of just 238 grams,
these earmuffs are light and comfortable to wear.
With this model you get more options for adapting the earmuffs to your exact needs:
The headband is light and quick to adjust, and the two snap-in ear cushions can be
placed wherever they suit you the best. The smart 'quick click' system ensures that
your settings will remain locked while you work.
The cups are made of impact-resistant ABS plastic and has a very special foam
double layer, which gives you a high noise reduction.
OX-ON Earmuffs D2 Comfort have a attenuation value (SNR value) of 33 dB.
High frequency: 34 dB
Medium frequency: 31 dB
Low frequency: 23 dB
With this earmuff you can enjoy the soft ear cushions that close tightly around your

Sizes:

STR. ART. NO. EAN

One size 331.41 5708233331414

Minimum sales and packaging:

MINIMUM ORDER KLL. PLL.

1 stk 20 stk 300 stk

EN standards

Certificates
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ears and feel well protected when you work in a high noise level environment.
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